Wind Storm: An F/F/M Paranormal Fantasy Romance (The Wind
Trilogy: Graces Story Book 3)

Warning: This book contains explicit
language and sexual content (F/F/M
Romance) and not meant for anyone under
EIGHTEEN. Grace Kane Stone has been
surrounded by death her whole life. It has
never bothered her and has made her
stronger. She hears the whispers, but turns
the other way. When she is thirteen, her
mother, Leona, brings to her Mora, a lost
soul looking for a purpose. At fifteen,
Easton Patterson strolls into town and takes
one look at Grace and decides shes it for
him. Grace, however, isnt normal and her
heart is torn in two. If Easton wants her, he
has to want Mora too. The talk gets louder,
the storm is coming. The question
weighing on Graces mind and heart now
isCan Easton handle the storm?
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